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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4] the author introduced a  plausible technique, the continuation and  
variational perturbation method, to solve certain classes of perturbation 
problems. The  method avoided the principal problem of the conventional 
techniques, name ly, finding the appropriate asymptotic expansion. See also 
[51. 
The  objective of this paper  is to put the continuation and  variational 
perturbation method on  a  firm theoretical basis. In particular, we show that 
(1) the approximating solution is continuous and  bounded,  (2) the approx- 
imating solution approaches the true solution as the increment in the pertur- 
bation parameter ds + 0, and  (3) the method may be  carried out from an  
initial value of the parameter a,, to the final value of the parameter .sr in a  
finite number  of steps. 
To  review the continuation and  variational perturbation method, we 
consider the following situation: A regular perturbation problem can be  
solved for the perturbation parameter E 2  E,,. Below eO, the problem cannot 
be  solved or cannot be  solved with sufficient accuracy. We  desire the 
solution at E = ar, where sF is close to 0, E, > E > &r > 0. 
G iven the regular perturbation problem 
y’(x, E) = f(y, x, &), x0 <x Q  -qr (1.1) 
Y(X,, E) = a?  (1.2) 
which can be  solved for E = so ; the continuation and  variational perturbation 
method emp loys the following equations: 
y(x, &k+ 1) = y(x, &k) - dEkS(XY &k)> k = 0, l,..., (l-3) 
k = 0, l,..., x,Qx<x,, (1.4) 
$x0, Ek) = 0. 
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Equation (1.3) is a Taylor series expansion up to first order terms of 
Y(X, Q+ J around Y(X, Q), and (1.4) is the variational equation of (1.1) 
relative to E, where 
(1.6) 
E k+,=~-A&k, (1.7) 
and where the partials are evaluated at JJ(X, c,J and Ed. 
Equation (1.1) is solved once for E = E, and never solved again. With the 
solution of (1.1) known at E = sO and with the solution of the variational 
equation known at E = sO by integrating (1.4) with the initial condition 
(1 S), y(x, E ,) is found from (1.3) for the chosen value of de0 . The process is 
continued iteratively from (1.3) to (1.4) and back to (1.3) with finite steps in 
AE~ until E = E,. 
2. CONTINUITY OF y(x, Q) 
In this section we prove that ,v(x, EJ is a continuous and bounded 
function. 
THEOREM 1. Consider the ordinary dlflerential equation with its initial 
condition 
y’ = f(y, X, E), x, <x ,< Xf, (2-l) 
Y(x,, E) = a, (2.2) 
where Y(x, E) is the exact solution of (2.1)-(2.2). 
Consider the variational equation relative to F associated with (2.1) 
x, < x < Xf, (2.3) 
(2.4) 
where aY(x, e)/& is the exact solution of (2.3)-(2.4) and the partial 
derivatives af/aY and af/ae are evaluated at Y(x, E) and E. 
Consider the continuation and variational perturbation method equations 
k = 0, l,..., (2.5) 
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, 
k = 0, l,.... x0 s x < x,, (2.6) 
where y(x, sk) is the approximating solution to Y(x, Ed), the partials r’f/ay 
and af/& are evaluated at y(x. c:~) and ek, and Q.~ , = ck - AE~. 
Assume the following: 
(1) f(Y,x,e) is b OUR e an continuous in x, Lipschits continuous in d d d 
Y in a sufjciently large rectangle R , : a 1 < x ,< b, , c, < Y ,< d, . 
(2) g(Y, x, E) is bounded and continuous in x, Lipschitz continuous in 
Y in a sufficiently large rectangle R, : a2 < x ,< bz, c2 < Y < d,, where 
R,cR,. 
(3) For As, sufficiently small, the variations [I, 2 1 
between aflay, ay/&, af/& evaluated at y(x, ek) and y(x, Ed + ,), respec- 
tively, are bounded in R, . 
Then the approximating solution y(x, ek) of the continuation and 
variational perturbation method is continuous and bounded in R 1 + 
Proof: Let us observe fkst that by assumption (1) the exact solution of 
(2.1~(2.2), Y( x, E ) , exists and is unique and continuous in R r [3]. Similarly, 
by assumption (2), the exact solution of the variational equation problem 
(2.3)-(2.4), aY/&, exists and is unique and continuous in R,. Assumption 
(3) guarantees that neighboring approximating solutions are close to-each 
other. 
To start the continuation and variational perturbation method we set 
E = E,, solve (2.1 j(2.2) and (2.3~(2.4), and use the solution of aY(x, .s,)/& 
as the initial approximating vari&ional solution- ay(x, s,,)/&; that is to say 
Y(X, EJ = qx, &)r 
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where the partials are evaluated at Y(x, E,,) and sO. Because Y(x, E,,) and 
aY(x, E,)/& exist, are unique and continuous in x, ~(x, E,J and @(x, &,)/as 
exist, are unique and continuous in x. From (2.5) at E = E,, we observe that 
y(x, E,), as the difference of two continuous functions in R,, is itself 
continuous in R,. Furthermore, JJ(X, EJ, being continuous in R,, is bounded. 
Let us set E = E, and consider Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7). The partial derivatives are 
expanded in terms of their variations. 
By assumption (3) for de1 sufficiently small, the variations are bounded in 
R,, and by assumption (2) and (2.8), the partial derivatives (afl@),(,,,,, , 
WWy~x,co~ 9 and WFWycx,roj are continuous and bounded in R,. As a 
result, by (2.9) @YPJJ)~~~.~,~~ @YP&~,~~~~ and @f/Wy~x,sl~ are bound4 in 
R,. It then follows that g(y, x, cl) in (2.6) is bounded and the solution of 
Ph WWycx,e,j 7 is continuous. From (2.5) we observe that y(x, eJ, as 
the difference of two continuous functions in R,, is also continuous in R,. 
Furthermore, ~(x, .st), being continuous in R,, is bounded. 
Let us set E = c2 and consider once again Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7). The partial 
derivatives are expanded in terms of their variations. 
(2.10) 
By assumption (3) the variations are bounded in R, and by our previous 
comments on (2.9), the partial derivatives (~?fIay),,(~,~,), (c?JJ/&),,(~,~,), and 
(af/&)yCX,,,) are bounded in R,, so it follows from (2.10) that (Zjfl&)yCx,elj, 
(~?ylaE),,~~,~~~, and (~flae)yCX,EzJ are also bounded in R,. This means that 
g(y, x, c2) in (2.6) is bounded which implies that the solution of (2.6), 
WWYks*~ 3 is continuous in R,. From (2.5), we observe again that 
y(x, sj), as the difference of two continuous functions in R,, is also 
continuous and bounded. 
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For each ck the process may be repeated, so we may conclude that ,v(x, ch) 
is a continuous and bounded function in R L. 
More formally we may use an induction proof, As part of the first step of 
the induction proof we consider that we have passed through the steps and 
reasoning that demonstrated y(~x, EJ and y(x, E,) are continuous and 
bounded in R,. As an additional part of the first step of the induction 
process, we set F = cZ and accept, as demonstrated, that (G~I’c?.v)~,,.~,~ )  
@Ylwy(x,r,,r and (af/Wytx,c,j are bounded in Rz. It follows then that 
g(y, x, E,) in (2.6) is bounded, and the solution of the variational equation. 
@Ylwy~x.q) 3 is continuous and bounded in R,. From (2.5) it follows that 
y(x, E&, as the difference of two continuous and bounded functions in R,, is 
continuous and bounded in R,. 
As the second step of the induction process, we assume that at c = E,. 
(afEY> P(X.ep-,)' ($/a~)~(~,~~ ,), and (~f/~~)~(~,~,, II are bounded in R?, and 
that y(x, E,J is continuous and bounded in R,, As the third step in the 
induction proof, we show that y(x, ski r) is continuous and bounded in R >. 
By expanding the partial derivatives in terms of their variations, we have 
By assumption (3), for As,-, sufficiently small, the variations are bounded 
in R 2. By the assumptions on the partial derivatives in the second step of the 
induction process, the partials evaluated at y(x. sk- ,) are bounded in R *. 
Hence from (2.1 l), the partial derivatives (8fl@)y,x,rkj, (8yf&),,,,,k,, and 
@f/wy~x.sk~ are bounded in R,. This means that g(y, x, E,J in (2.6) is 
bounded. As a result the solution of the variational equation (8y/&~),+~~) is 
continuous and bounded in R,. Furthermore, by the second step of the 
induction process y(x, E*) is assumed continuous and bounded, so it follows 
from (2.5) that y(x, E,, ,) as the difference between two continuous and 
bounded variables in R,; namely, y(x, sk) and (aYfaE)ytX,tk) As,, is itself 
continuous and bounded in R,. Thus we have proved the theorem. 
A few remarks on the theorem may be in order. The theorem depends on 
the exact solution of (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3~(2.4) to start the process. The 
boundednew of the vari&ms in R, asslttred the bwa 9 of tb ptiials 
aflay, $y/Be, a#&, evalu@d at y(x, .s,J and .sk. The boundedness of the 
partials guaranteed the continuity of the solution of the variational equation 
for @Y/~~)~~~,~~) in 4. The difference between the two continuous functions 
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on the right hand side of (2.5) assured the continuity of y(x, sk+ ,). It was 
necessary to consider E = c0 and E, to start the process but it was also 
necessary to continue far enough to assure that the bounds on the partial 
derivatives could be established for solutions other than that for y(x, EJ. The 
analysis for E = E, beginning with (2.10), therefore, represents the model for 
any Ed, k = 2, 3 ,.... 
3. CONVERGENCE OF ~(x,E& TO Y(X,E& 
In this section we prove that the approximating solution, y(x, e,J, of the 
continuation and variational perturbation method converges to the exact 
solution Y(x, E&. 
THEOREM 2. Accept the considerations and assumptions of Theorem 1, 
then by the continuation and variational perturbation method the error 
between the exact solution and the approximating solution is uniformb 
bounded as 
II Y(x, 4 - Y(X, qJll <c&k, k = 0, l,..., x0 ,< x < $3 P-1) 
where 
c/(=ck-l+Fk, 4 2 A&k-, , (3.2a) 
Ask-1 ck = (ck-, + ck) F’ AS, < AS,-, , (3.2b) 
k 
c;, = lGk(X, - x0), (3.2~) 
co = co, (3.2d) 
ML(x) = Max 
[Ill 
~(y,8,,&k)l//l~(8*,&k)ll 1) 
II 
g (.h e,, E*+ 11; cy, ek, &k)/I] (3.2e) 
As 
lifkk= Max 
%04X,Bk.BK<X, Mk(x)’ 
(3.2f) 
A&k -+ 0, 11 y(x, &k) - Y(& Ek)ll -+ 0, (3.3) 
so the approximating solution converges to the exact solution at Ed. 
ProoJ Let Y(x, E) be the exact solution of (1.1~( 1.2) and let y(x, E) be 
the approximate solution of (1.1~(1.2), using the continuation and 
variational perturbation method. 
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We integrate (1.1) to obtain the exact solution at E and E, . 
,. .I 
Y(X,&)- Y(x,,&)= ( f(Y,x,c)dx, (3.4) 
. x0 
Y(X,E1)- Y(x,,e,)= y .f(Y,X,E,)dX. (3.5) 
S” 
Since the initial conditions are independent of E, 
Y(x,, E) = Y(x(), E,) = a. (3.6) 
Subtracting (3.4) from (3.5), we have 
Y(X,E,)- Y((x,E)=j-r (f(Y,X,E,)-f(Y,X,E))dx. (3.7) 
x0 
The right hand side may be expressed as a Taylor series 
Y(x, &I) - Y(x, E) 
= -~(Y,x,E)AEft~(Y,X.&)(Aa)~+ .*.I dx. (3.8) 
Applying the mean value theorem to the right hand side of (3.8) we have 
Y(x,e,,-Y(x,E)=-~(Y,B*,E)AE(X--X.), x0 Q B. <x. (3.9) 
If E = sO, we may write (3.9) as 
Y(x,4= Y(x,eiJ)-g(Y,80, Eo)AEo(X-x0) (3.10) 
By the continuation and the variational perturbation method we have 
through (1.3) 
Y(XY 4 = Y(X, &)I - (g (x3 4) 4,. (3.11) 
Noting that Y(x, E,,) = y(x, .s,J = a, we subtract (3.11) from (3.10) to obtain 
Y(%E,)-Y(X,E,)=&J 
1 
aiv T& (x3 %J) - g(K 43, E&X - x0,1 3 (3.12) 
which expresses the error between the exact sdutin and the apmoximating 
solution of the continuation and variational perturbation method at E = E, . 
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We may integrate the variational equation (1.4) 
x,E)~(x,E)+~(~.x,E) dx. 1 (3.13) 
Applying the mean value theorem to the right hand side of (3.13) and using 
the initial condition (1.5), we have 
Setting E = E@ and substituting (3.14) into (3.12) gives 
By assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1, the right hand side of (3.15) is 
bounded. Taking norms in (3.15), we write 
(3.16) 
If we define M,(x) as 
we may express (3.16) as 
II Y(X,EJ -Ax, -%)I1 < I&11x-x,IM,(x). (3.18) 
(3.17) 
24h 
Let us define 
and introduce (3.19)-(3.20) into (3.18) 
II w, El) ---Y(X, &,)/I <c&,. (3.21) 
We have now established a uniform bound on the error at E = E,. 
Furthermore, as da, -+ 0, 
I/ w &I) - Yk &,)I1 -+ 0. (3.22) 
We may consider (3.21) and (3.22) and the process that generated them as 
the first step of an induction proof. We now assume for the kth step that 
(3.23) 
and we shall prove that 
II Y(x, &,ci 1) - Y(X, ok+ All G c,&- (3.24) 
For E = .sk and E = Ed+, , we integrate (1.1) to obtain the exact solution. 
y(x> &k) - y(xO 9 &k) = Ix f( y, x, Ek) ‘k 
x0 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
Subtracting (3.25) from (3.26) yields 
y(x, Ek+ ,> - y(x, &k) = 1.’ (f( y, x9 &k + ,) - f( y, x7 &k)) & 
” x0 
(3.27) 
on recalling that 
Y(xo, ck) = Y(xo, ck+ ,) = a. (3.28) 
Applying the mean value theorem to the right hand side of (3.2’7), we obtain 
I 
y(x, &k+ 1) - y(& &) = - g (y, ok, &k)&(X - x0), x, < 8, <x. (3.29) 
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By the continuation and variational perturbation method, we have, through 
(1.3), 
Y(X, Q+ 1) = Y(X, &Jo -g (x, Ek) As,. 
Subtracting (3.30) from (3.29) gives 
w, Ek+l) -Y(-% & 
- 5 (Y, sky ck) A&,(X - x0). 
The variational equation (1.4) may be integrated to yield 
(3.31) 
I] dx. (3.32) 
the mean value Noting that by (1.5) @(x0, sk)/& = 0 and employing 
theorem on the right hand side of (3.32), we write 
$ cxy ‘k) = ,-$$Y e,, &k) $ (ok,, &k) +; (y, ok, Ek)](X - xg), 
x&Q&x (3.33) 
Upon introducing (3.33) into (3.31), we find that 
Y(x,Ek+l)-Y(X,Ek+l) 
= ‘txT &k) - Y(xY &k) + (dEk)(X - xO) $ (Y, & 9 &k) $ (8,) &k) [ 
(3.34) 
By assumptions (l),(2), and (3) of Theorem 1, the partial derivatives are 
bounded in R,. We now take the norms of both sides of (3.34) 
I/ y(x, &k+ 1) - Y(-% &k+ I)11 
G 11 ‘(x3 &k) - Y( x~‘k)tl+~dfk/tx-x,l[~~~(y,B,,&k)// /I$(s,,&k,jj 
+ $3 ok, &k) + II /I ll$iyy ekr &kj ] (3.35) 
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Let us define M&) as 
(3.36) 
If we now introduce the induction process assumption (3.23) and (3.36) into 
(3.39, we can bound the error 
i iY(x,Ek+l)-Y(x,& k+l)ii Gck-,A&,-, +"k(x)~d~k~~x-x,l* (3.37) 
To establish uniform bounds, we let 
(3.38) 
and write (3.37) as 
/IY(X,&k+l)-Y(X,Ek+,)(lgCk-lA&k-t +fkA&k. (3.40) 
It then follows that 
where 
II % 8 k+I)-y(x,Ek+,)ll~ckd&k, (3.41 j 
Ck=Ck-,fck, A&k >/A&,- ,, 
‘f&k- I ck = @k-, + &) de’ AS, < AC,-, , 
k 
(3.42) 
11 Y(x9Ek+l) - .dx,Ek+1)!~30* (3.43) 
Thus we have proved the theorem by induction, 
Some comments on the theorem and its proof are in order. Equations 
(3.31) and (3.34) both give the difference between the exact and approx- 
imating so&ion. For our purposes (3.34) is supe+rior for It permits (be&&) 
to be factored out of the expression containing the partial derivatives. This 
then makes it possible to establish the uniform norm. The error expression, 
(3.37), tells us that the error at ski, is proportional to the sum of two terms, 
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As,-, times a coefficient and de, times a coefficient times the length of the 
interval. This theoretical result is in fact supported by numerical evidence. 
The error grows with the increase of the interval [F,,, sf] and the interval (x,,, 
$1 * 
The derivation for the kth and k + 1 th steps of the induction process is 
identical to that for the first step except we require only assumptions (1) and 
(2) of Theorem 1 for the first step, while we require all three assumptions for 
the k + 1 th step. Assumption (3) is needed to establish the continuity and 
boundedness of y(x, E&. 
4. PASSAGE FROM E,,TO +IN A FINITE NUMBER OF STEPS 
It is important to insure that the continuation and variational perturbation 
process terminates. Theorem 3 shows that we may pass from s0 to sr in a 
finite number of steps. 
THEOREM 3. Assume Theorems 1 and 2 hold. Then the continuation and 
variational perturbation method generates a continuous solution with a 
uniformly bounded error over the interval [E,,, t+] in aJinite number of steps. 
Proof: From Theorem 1 we know that y(x, EJ is continuous and 
bounded in R,. From Theorem 2 we know that the error is uniformly 
bounded over the interval [x,,, xr] for each sk. By the construction of the 
continuation and variational perturbation procedure, the choice of the size of 
Aek is independent of ck so long as the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 are 
not violated. Therefore, we can pass from E,, to .sr in a finite number of steps 
provided Theorems 1 and 2 hold. 
In particular, if we specify a bound on the error between the exact and 
approximating solutions to be 10ep, where p is an integer, we can assure this 
condition by writing (3.1) as 
II Ytx, E/J -Y(x, EJI < c&k < lo-‘. (4.1) 
The maximum size of As, is constrained by 
As, Q  lO-p/c,. (4.2) 
If we assume that c, is constant over the interval (E,,, +], the continuation 
process may be completed in no fewer steps than 
co - Ef 
n = - = c~(E, - cf) 10~. 10-p 
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